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Name



Functions and their Inverses



1.1



Ready, Set, Go! Ready Topic: Inverse operations Inverse operations “undo” each other. For instance, addition and subtraction are inverse operations. So are multiplication and division. In mathematics, it is often convenient to undo several operations in order to solve for a variable. Describe what operations are being used on x (in the proper order) on the left side of each equation. Then describe how you would solve for x in each equation. Describe Operations on x Describe Solving for x 1.



2.



3.



4. √



)



5. √(



6.



7. (



)



8. How are the descriptions for each problem above related? What similarities do you see in the operations being used on x and how to solve for x? What about the order?
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3 Topic: Writing square root functions and finding the inverse. Write the square root function represented in each graph. Then find the inverse equation and state the domain and range of the original function and its inverse. 9.



10.



Equation for ( ):



Equation for ( ):



Domain of ( ):



Domain of ( ):



Range of ( ):



Range of ( ):



Equation for Domain of Range of



( ): ( ): ( ):
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Equation for Domain of Range of



( ): ( ): ( ):



4



Set Topic: Linear functions and their inverses Carlos and Clarita have a pet sitting business. When they were trying to decide how many dogs and how many cats they could fit into their yard, they made a table based on the following information. Cat pens require 6 of space and the dog runs require 24 . Carlos and Clarita have up to 360 available in the storage shed for pens and runs, while still leaving enough room to move around the cages. They quickly realized that they could have 4 cats for each dog, so they counted the number of cats by 4. Cats 0 Dogs 15



4 14



8 13



12 12



16 11



20 10



24 9



28 8



32 7



36 6



40 5



44 4



48 3



52 2



56 1



60 0



11. Use the information in the table to write 5 ordered pairs that have cats as the independent variable and dogs as the dependent variable.



12. Write an explicit equation that shows how many dogs Carlos & Clarita can accommodate based on how many cats they have. (The number of dogs “d” will be a function of the number of cats “c” or ( ).)



13. Use the information in the table to write 5 ordered pairs that have dogs as the independent variable and cats as the dependent variable.



14. Write an explicit equation that shows how many cats Carlos & Clarita can accommodate based on how many dogs they have. (The number of cats “c” will be a function of the number of dogs “d” or ( ).)



15. Look back at questions 11 and 13. Describe how the ordered pairs are different.



16. Look back at the equations you wrote in questions 12 and 14. What relationships do you see between them? Hint: Consider the numbers in the equations.



17. What do the domain and range for each equation you wrote in questions 12 and 14 represent?
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Go Topic: Using function notation to evaluate a function. The functions ( ), ( ), and ( ) are defined below. ( ) ( )



( )



Calculate the indicated function values. Simplify your answers. 18. ( ) 19. ( ) 20. (



)



21. (



)



22. ( )



)



24. (



)



25. (
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23. (



)



26. ( )



27. (



)
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Name



Functions and their Inverses



Ready, Set, Go! Ready Topic: Solving for a variable. Solve for x: 1.



2.



3.



√



4. √



5.



√



6. √



√



7.



8.



9.



10.



11.
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Set Topic: Exploring inverse functions. 12. Students were given a set of data to graph and were asked to work independently. After they had completed their graphs, each student shared his graph with his partner. When Ethan and Emma saw each other’s graphs, they exclaimed together, “Your graph is wrong!” Neither graph is wrong. Explain what Ethan and Emma have done with their data. Ethan’s graph: Emma’s graph:



13. Describe a sequence of transformations that would take Ethan’s graph onto Emma’s.



14. A baseball is hit upward from a height of 3 feet and an initial velocity of 80 feet per second (about 55 mph). The graph shows the height of the ball at any second during its flight. Use the graph to answer the questions below. a. Approximate the time that the ball is at its maximum height. b. Approximate the time that the ball hits the ground. c. At what time(s) is the ball 67 feet above the ground? d. Make a new graph that shows the time when the ball is at the given heights.



e. Is your new graph a function? Explain.



f.
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What domain restriction would make the inverse a function?
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Go Topic: Using function notation to evaluate a function. The functions ( ), ( ), and ( ) are defined below. Use these functions for questions 15 to 30. Simplify your answers. ( ) ( ) ( ) Calculate the indicated function values. 15. ( ) 16. ( )



17. ( )



18. (



)



19. ( )



20. (



)



21. ( )



22. (



)



23. ( )



24. (



)



25. ( )



26. (



)



Notice that the notation ( ( )) is indicating that you replace x in ( ) with ( ). Notice that the notation ( ( )) is indicating that you replace the x in ( ) with the ( ) function. ( ) ( ) ( ) Example: ( ( )) Simplify the following. 28. ( ( ))
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29. ( ( ))



30. ( ( ))
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Functions and their Inverses



1.3



Ready, Set, Go! Ready Topic: Solving exponential equations Solve for the value of x. 1.



2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



7.



Set Topic: Writing the logarithmic form of an exponential equation. Definition of Logarithm: For all positive numbers b, where , and all positive numbers x, (Note the base of the exponent and the base of the logarithm are both b.)



means the same as



.



8. Why is it important that the definition of logarithms states that the base of the logarithm does not equal 1?



9. Why is it important that the definition states that the base of the logarithm is positive?



10. Why is it necessary that the definition states that x in the expression
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is positive?



10 Write the following exponential equations in logarithmic form. Exponential form



Logarithmic form



11. 12. 13. ( ) 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. Compare the exponential form of an equation to the logarithmic form of an equation. What part of the exponential equation is the answer to the logarithmic equation?



Go



Topic: Evaluating functions. The functions ( ), ( ), and ( ) are defined below. ( ) ( )



( )



Calculate the indicated function values. Simplify your answers. 19. ( ) 20. ( ) 21. (



)



22. ( ( ))



23. ( )



24. (



)



25. (



)



26. ( ( ))



27. ( )



28. (



)



29. (



)



30. ( ( ))
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Functions and their Inverses



1.4



Ready, Set, Go! Ready Topic: Properties of exponents Use the product rule or the quotient rule to simplify. Leave all answers in exponential form with only positive exponents. Express solutions using the smallest base possible. 1. 2. 3.



4.



5.



6.



7.



8.



9.



10.



11.



12.



13.



14.
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Set Topic: Inverse functions 15. Given the functions ( ) √ a. Calculate ( ) and ( )



b. Write (



and ( )



) as an ordered pair. Write ( ) as an ordered pair.



c. What do your ordered pairs for (



d. Find (



).



e. Based on your answer for (



f.



) and ( ) imply?



), predict ( ).



Find ( ). Did your answer match your prediction?



g. Are ( ) and ( ) inverse functions? Justify your answer.



Match the function in the left column with its inverse in the right column. ( )



( )



___16.



( )



a.



( )



___17.



( )



b.



( )



___18.



( )



c.



( )



___19.



( )



d.



( )



___20.



( )



e.



( )



___21.



( )



f.



( )



___22.



( )



g.



( )
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√



(



)



√



√
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Go Topic: Composite functions and inverses Calculate ( ( )) and ( ( )) for each pair of functions. (Note: the notation ( mean the same thing as ( ( )) and ( ( )), respectively.) 23. ( )



( )



25. ( )



( )



24. ( )



(



)



(



26. ( )



)



)( ) and ( ( )



( )



Match the pairs of functions above (#23-26) with their graphs. Label ( ) and ( ). a.



b.



c.



d.



27. Graph the line



on each of the graphs. What do you notice?
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√



)( )



14 28. Do you think your observations about the graphs in #27 has anything to do with the answers you got when you found ( ( )) and ( ( ))? Explain.



29. Look at graph b. Shade the 2 triangles made by the y-axis, x‐axis, and each line. What is interesting about these two triangles?



30. Shade the 2 triangles in graph d. Are they interesting in the same way? Explain.



31. What do you notice about your calculated values of ( ( )) and ( ( )) in questions 23-26? How does this relate back to question 27?
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Functions and their Inverses



1.5



Ready, Set, Go! Ready Topic: Properties of exponents Use properties of exponents to simplify the following. Write your answers in exponential form with positive exponents. Use the smallest base possible in your solution. 1. √ √ 2. √ √ √ 3. √ √ √



4. √



7. (



√



√



)
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5. √



√



8. (



)



√



6. (



)



9. (



)



16



Set Topic: Representations of inverse functions Write the inverse of the given function in the same format as the given function. Function ( ) 10.



0 4 8



Inverse



( )



( ) 0 3 6 9 12



( )



11.



12. ( )



13. ( )



14.



15. 0 1 2 3 4



( ) 0 1 4 9 16
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( )
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Go Topic: Composite functions Calculate ( ( )) and ( ( )) for each pair of functions. (Note: the notation ( )( ) and ( )( ) mean the same thing, respectively.) 16. ( )



( )



18. ( )



17. ( )



( )



19. ( )



( )



( )



20. Look back at your calculations for ( ( )) and ( ( )). Two of the pairs of equations are inverses of each other. Which ones do you think they are? Why?



21. Given ( ) a. What is



. ( )?



b. What would (



22. Complete the table using the definition of a logarithm: Exponential From



(
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)



( )) look like before it is simplified?



Logarithmic Form
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